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Critical Incident Management work shop 
 

In June John and I attended the TEFMA work shop on Critical incident Management held in Brisbane.  There were 100 people 
from various educational institutes throughout Australia and NZ in attendance.  The topics were varied with guest speakers 
from the Health sector, Australian Police, Chubb Australia, two consultants and of course some hands on real life experiences 
from those Universities who have worked their way through different disasters. 
 

On day 1 we were taken on a tour of two Queensland Fire Service facilities, one at Whyte Island and one at Cannon Hill (great 
sounding places names I thought).  I want to focus on the facility at Whyte Island which is Queensland’s Combined Emergency 
Services Academy.  This is a dedicated training facility for those groups involved in fire fighting or disaster rescue (Firey’s they 
call them in Aussie).  The 1.5 hectare live fire campus is in the early stages of development and is being built to provide a 
realistic fire training environment. All new fire recruits go through a 16 week intensive training program covering, fires, road 
accidents, chemical spills and rescue techniques from buildings, ships, and collapsed buildings. The experience they gain here in 
16 weeks is quoted to be 10 years of experience in the field and as the Chief Firey said ‘it sorts the men from the boys’! 
 

 They have their own lecture theatre that potentially sat 80 odd trainees’ there about 8 Fire appliances also based in the centre. 
They have a complete house, with swimming pool, garage and washing line used for training especially on weather protection 
techniques in storm conditions. There is a huge pile of rubble and concrete beams representing a collapsed structure that they 
hide people in and crushed cars in; there is even a wrecked bus here. They are in the process of building a service station and 
group of typical shops for fire fighting; this street scape is being designed to allow multi agency emergency response scenarios 
to be practised. They even had a small triage area when the injured can receive first aid (from the Ambo’s, you can see we were 
catching the lingo really well!) before being transported to hospital. One building they have a set up like the internals of a ship, 
amazing really. 
 

In every training area there are cameras and viewing platforms for assessment purposes, everything is recorded and reviewed. 
Each training area is able to be filled with smoke to simulate real events. The environmental theme ran through the organisation 
as well, water recycling being the main issue since Queensland is in the midst of a drought at the time of our visit. A lot of 
thought has gone into this the set up of this site right down to the onsite catering so the training scenario could keep running 
with the need to actually break for lunch. 
 

We were very lucky to be shown through this impressive training centre and I am sure it will be a must see in few years time 
with the planned expansion.                                                                                                                                                          Ray Hayward 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 

The tower with fireys hosing        The training house, note the tarpaulin tie down points             Collapsed structure, the crushed bus on far RH side 
down a crushed bus                     around the front of the house                                                 
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Only great minds can read this. Weird, but interesting!
 

fi yuo cna raed tihs, yuo hvae a sgtrane mnid too  Cna yuo raed tihs? 
Arenplpty olny 55 plepoe out of 100 can.  i cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod 
aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg. The phaonmneal pweor of the 
hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it 
dseno't mtaetr in waht oerdr the ltteres in a wrod are, the olny 
iproamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The 
rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it whotuit a pboerlm. Tihs 
is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the 
wrod as a wlohe. Azanmig huh? yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was 
ipmorantt!                                                                   Submitted by Trevor Harris 
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Mid year social at Glamz 
 

The FMD social club had a very entertaining evening at  
Glamz on the 27th June. Thanks to Wendy Liddle who  
took some pictures. 
 

To the right are the stayers ‐ Stu Banks, one of the  
Glamz “ladies”, two of the College Halls staff (Marie  
and Heather), and John Cameron.  The rest of us had  
gone. 
 

Below are two pictures of Mike Cagney.  The one on  
the left is Mike strutting across the catwalk and to the  
right is Mike with ??? Where’s Marg?  Is Mike retiring  
on the 1st August or? 
 

Question: Which FMD  
granddad has the  
cutest grandchild?  
Well to answer that  
question we have to  
define the meaning of  
cutest. The Encarta  
online dictionary states 
 that cute means  
“endearingly attractive 
 in the way that some 
children are”.  Some  
synonyms of cute are  ‘appealing, endearing, and adorable’. I therefore 
present my two grandchildren as nominees for the cutest grandchild. 
 

Pictured is my 2 year old grandson Nova nursing his sister Shylo when 
she was only 2 days old.  Shylo (7lb 3ozs) was born 5th July 2008 at 7.22, 
just before the Tri Nations test when the All Blacks beat the Springboks. 
A traumatic time for grandfather, looking after Nova all day and only 
just being able to watch the test after putting Nova to bed, and making 
the obligatory birth notification phone calls to the relatives. 

Laurie Drummond

  
 
 
 
  

The hybrid Toyota Prius car has been exposed as being less economical than a diesel SUV:  The Prius has been compared by a 
British motoring website with a Jeep Patriot and found to use half a litre more fuel per 100 kms than the SUV.  The motoring 
website also reveals the main advantage of hybrids ‐ the fact the engine does not idle at traffic lights ‐ has no more benefit than a 
modern diesel with stop‐start technology. 
 

State workers in Utah will enjoy mandatory three‐day weekends, UOW NEXT?:  Starting in August, thousands of Utahns will begin 
enjoying mandatory three‐day weekends. Some 17,000 government employees will switch to a compressed workweek ‐‐ four days a 
week, 10 hours a day ‐‐ as the state undergoes a yearlong experiment aimed at reducing energy and fuel costs as well as 
greenhouse‐gas emissions. While employees of various U.S. counties and cities mandate a shortened week, Utah will be the first 
state to instigate such a program. About one‐third of the state's 3,000 government buildings will be closed on Fridays, and savings 
on heat and air conditioning are expected to hit $3 million a year. The state also expects to save on gas in government vehicles and 
on flak from cranky commuters. Despite some concerns about transportation schedules, child care, and public access to 
information, says Gov. Jon Huntsman (R), "The reaction [from the public] has been very much a willingness to give this a go."  

Submitted by Robin Dunmall

FMD Service Desk 
Maree Mundell has joined the FMD staff for a few weeks. 
Faye will be training Maree in the “Front Desk” role so 
that she (Faye) can be released to undertake a project to 
get the Keys Database records up to date.   

Master Clocks
The master clock system has now been upgraded.  The 
previous system had been in place for approximately 30 
years.  Below left is the old clock with the new digital clock 
to the right.  The B Block tower clock is the only clock still 
on the old system.                                    ‐‐‐    Drew McDonald 


